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	 the 2022 Water in Mining Global 
Summit will attract over 150 attendees 
from international mining companies, 
government departments, consultants, 
NGos, academics and suppliers.  

 Key reasons to attend the 2022 
event include: 

◆	learn from inspirational keynote 
speakers to drive real advancement in 
the way mines engage with water

◆	Network with decision makers from 
the top global mining companies 
throughout the conference, drinks 
receptions and evening gala dinner

◆	Collaborate in the interactive workshop 
dedicated to water management in 
legacy mines

◆	Gain insight from industry case studies 
outlining best practice when dealing 
with water abundancy or scarcity

◆	Peer-to-peer discussion in dedicated 
breakout streams: choose community 
engagement or water treatment 

◆	Still unsure what to expect?  
Watch our highlights  
video HERE

www.waterinmining.net
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“the event provides a chance to hear from the people in trenches, dealing with day to day water management 
problems and opportunities in mining” SENIOR RESEARCH ENGINEER, NATURAL RESOURCES CANADA
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1:00 Registration opens

1:30 Welcome from the chair
 Linda Wrong, Global General manager, Corporate Environment, Glencore International

1:40 Challenges in closure implementation: considerations for water stewardship and environmental management 
 Rationalizing environmental monitoring and managing water quality on rehabilitated landforms. Embracing data as  

a critical input to meeting closure criteria and objectives.  
 PRE-RECORD Andrew Nelson, Superintendent Water and Environment, Energy Resources of Australia

2:00 CASE STUDY: Cobalt and Coleman Township, Ontario: Water management and monitoring challenges 
 Explaining voluntary implementation of tools to best manage and monitor closed sites situated close to towns with  

split ownership of tailings areas. overcoming key challenges to underground infrastructure, surrounded by other 
surface right owners, surface water and mine water.

 Josée Brazeau, Project manager Closure and legacy, Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd

2:20 Rehabilitating mine voids in Queensland to have a sustainable post-mining purpose
 Developing and describing leading approaches for managing mine voids through benchmarking international best 

practice, modelling long-term water balance and quality, and exploring opportunities for post-mining land uses of voids.
 PRE-RECORD Jason Dunlop, Principal technical advisor, Office of the Queensland Mine Rehabilitation Commissioner

2:40 Golden Sunlight Mine:  A Case Study for Tailing Reprocessing as a Closure Strategy 
 Finding value in mine waste products and reducing/eliminating perpetual water treatment.  
 ONLINE Patrick Malone, SVP Reclamation and Closure, Barrick 

3:00 Question & Answer Session 

3:15 Networking & refreshments break

3:45 WORLD CAFé – Select a topic and join your peers for roundtable discussions outlining your biggest challenges and 
how you are planning to overcome them 

 ◆ EMBRACING TECHNOLOGY TO MONITOR WATER AND REDUCE RISK IN LEGACY MINES
  o What innovations would help mining companies better monitor and manage water in closed mines?
  o How can data help mining companies have a real-time view of assets?
  MODERATOR: Josée Brazeau, Project manager Closure and legacy, Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd

 ◆ REIMAGINING ABANDONED AND ORPHANED MINES
  o How could orphaned mine sites be repurposed to provide employment and industry for local communities?
  o How could closed mines feed into a more sustainable and green future?
  MODERATOR: Charles Dumaresq, Vice President, Science and Environmental management,  

 Mining Association Canada

 ◆ ADDRESSING POLLUTION AND AIDING COMMUNITY BETTERMENT 
  o How can regulators help drive change to enhance the well-being of local communities?
  o	What	is	the	role	in	partnerships	to	benefit	communities	and	secure	investment?	
  MODERATOR:  Peter Stanley, abandoned mines Senior Specialist advisor, Natural Resources Wales

4:15  Feedback session

4:30 PANEL DISCUSSION: Sharing best practice of water management in legacy mines 
 ◆ What key lessons have you learnt from existing closed mines you’ll be taking forward? 
 ◆ How are you planning for mine closures and where are you investing time and resource? 
 ◆ What key lessons can be taken from older mining nations?
 ◆ What can be done during an operational mine to prepare for a successful closure?
 Peter Stanley, abandoned mines Senior Specialist advisor, Natural Resources Wales
 Bill Price, Environmental Scientist, Natural Resources Canada
 Charles Dumaresq, Vice President, Science and Environmental management, Mining Association Canada
 Shirley Neault, Environment & Systems manager, Hudbay Minerals
 Helga Sonnenberg, Founder and CEo, EcoReg Solutions

17:30 Closing remarks from the chair & opening of workshop drinks reception

https://www.waterinmining.net
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8:30 Registration opens

9:10 Welcome from the chair
 Lesley Warren, Director, Lassonde Institute of Mining 

REGULATION, REPORTING & STRATEGY 
9:15 Reimagining and advancing the way mines manage water to ensure strategic resilience   
	 Prioritising	an	efficient	water	management	strategy	and	explaining	why	water	stewardship	is	part	of	the	business’s	

strategy. How does reporting and regulation drive business transformation? What can be done now to improve 
resilience in the mining industry? How are you improving your transparency of ESG with the community?

 Charles Dumaresq, Vice President, Science and Environmental management, Mining Association Canada

9:35 Global best practice for water reporting, stewardship and regulation 
 outlining how to standardize water reporting to help promote a shared responsibility over water catchments, improve 

community engagement and make informed decisions. Explaining how the industry optimize the way it regulates, 
monitors and prioritizes water through the full life cycle of the mine. 

 Dawn Brock, manager, ICMM

9:55 PANEL DISCUSSION: The future of regulating and reporting water in mining 
 ◆ What is your regulatory landscape like in your country?
 ◆ How are you engaging with smaller mining companies to help them adhere to the law?
 ◆ How has collaboration helped you regulate the mining industry’s use of water and engage with policy?
 ◆ How are you supporting mining companies to introduce a circular economy with water? What policies are you  

 introducing?
 Speakers to be joined by:
 Sandra Astrid Choquesillo Santillán, legal Specialist, General Directorate of Mining Environmental Affairs Ministry of 

Energy and Mining, Peru
 Tatiana Aguilar, Head of corporate mining, Ministry of Mines and Energy, Colombia 

10:45 Networking & refreshments break

MANAGING WATER SCARCITY  
11:15 Enhancing desalination processes to sustainably source water cost effectively  
 Exploring how desalination can provide a clear solution to water scarcity and enable mines to be more resilient 

to adverse weather and climate change. Debating the impact on communities and marine life and the need for a 
collaborative approach to a sustainable supply of clean water.

 Patricio Mártiz, Director, ALADYR
 Juan Miguel Pinto, President, ALADYR 

11:35 CASE STUDY: Water and salt management in gold mines in West Africa
 Delving into essential processes to optimise the management of salt and water. 
 Henri Joggand, Senior technical Expert, Veolia HQ
 James Murray, industrial utilities / Heavy industry, Veolia HQ

11:55 Ensuring water security for mining operations 
 Explaining how to work with external stakeholders in water stressed areas to ensure a secure and equal supply of 

water. Planning for long term water security by using alterative resources. 
 Hermien Oberholzer, Senior Principal Engineer Water and infrastructure, Anglo American Platinum

12:15 Question & answer session

12:30 Networking & lunch break

BREAKOUT SESSIONS Pick a topic of your choice: 

1:30 

CASE STUDY: prioritizing water stewardship and 
sustainable water management 
outlining how to optimize water stewardship and consider 
the local communities to mining operations. Why should 
the industry prioritize sustainable water management? 
Shirley Neault, Environment & Systems Manager,  
Hudbay Minerals

1:30 

Demystifying microbial film engineering to improve acid 
mine drainage control in situ  
Enhancing natural repair processes in mine wastes and 
improving the quality of mine drainage seepages to the 
receiving environments. 
Margarete Kalin-Seidenfaden, Research Director,  
Boojum Research 

STREAM A:  
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 

STREAM B:  
WATER QUALITY & TREATMENT 

https://www.waterinmining.net
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1:50 

Building a robust community engagement strategy to 
ensure water licensing approval
Revealing how to successfully engage with local 
communities and businesses to improve water sourcing, 
usage and treatment. learning how to construct 
community engagement into the wider strategy for water  
in mining. 
Jocelyn Fraser, Research Associate,  
University of British Columbia 

2:10 

Minimizing environmental water impacts and engaging 
with the local community to obtain project permits
Delving into the importance of strong community 
engagement when applying for new licenses for mining 
projects. understanding how to improve transparency over 
impacts for local communities and avoid social conflicts. 
Marielena Lucen, Professor of environmental engineering, 
University of Engineering and Technology Peru

3:15 

Roundtable discussions
◆ Creating business cases and securing funding
◆ Working harmoniously with indigenous communities
◆ Engaging with communities in non-developed nations

1:50  

Investigating new innovations for water recovery and  
re-use 
Exploring new technology to recover water from mining 
effluents using forward osmosis and freeze concentration. 
Water capture and recovery for re-use, and minimization of 
discharges, energy costs and freshwater intakes. 
Vladimiros Papangelakis, Director, Institute for Water 
Innovation 

2:10  

Optimizing reverse osmosis units with difficult to treat 
waters 
Developing new antiscalants to control severe calcium 
sulphate precipitation up to saturation ration limits of 14.0.  
Naresh Kanderi, Technical Development Manager,  
Italmatch USA 

3:15  

Roundtable discussions
◆ Removing contaminants from water 
◆ Future of acid mine drainage for mine waste 
◆ Embracing technology to improve water quality and reuse 
◆ Establishing a circular economy with waste by products 
 

2:30 Question & answer session

2:45 Networking & refreshments break

4:00 Feedback session

FUTURE GAZING WATER MANAGEMENT IN THE MINING INDUSTRY  
4:30 CLOSING KEYNOTE: The role of water in mining by 2040 
 taking a futuristic perspective on the importance of water for mining companies and how it will be sourced, used and 

discarded in the coming decades.
 VIRTUAL Blair Douglas, Global Practice Lead Hydrology and Water, BHP 

4:50 Closing remarks from the chair  

5:00   Drinks reception – following the conference, enjoy informal networking and drinks with your peers 

6:00 Close of day 1  

   

Water iN
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GALA DINNER at the CN Tower
 7:30-9:30  

The must-attend evening dinner for all delegates, sponsors  
and speakers to connect in an informal environment. 

Make sure you choose the PREMIUM PACKAGE so you don’t miss  
out on vital time with industry colleagues. 

https://www.waterinmining.net
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8:30 Registration & networking refreshments  

9:00 Welcome from the chair  
 Lesley Warren, Director, Lassonde Institute of Mining

BUILDING CLIMATE RESILIENCE & REDUCING RISK
9:15 Delving into TSM and climate change standards
 Explaining the how the climate change standard and tSm standard work together to help future-proof and shape a 

more sustainable industry. 
 Ben Chalmers, Senior Vice President, Mining Association Canada

9:25 Assessing water risks in mining – a new tool for using the WWF Water Risk Filter
 learn how an adopted operational risk template for the WWF Water Risk Filter allows mining companies and 

their stakeholders to better integrate water risk considerations into their business strategies and decision-making 
processes.

 Jacob Mai, mining Engineering technical advisor, German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources

9:45 Question & answer session 

10:00 FIRESIDE CHAT: mitigating risk through optimizing control of a mine’s water balance in invariable climates
 Harvesting data to increase visibility of the quality and quantity of water resources throughout the mining process to 

improve community outreach
 ◆ How can mines embrace innovation, technology and big data to conserve water? 
 ◆ How does engaging and collaborating with local communities, aid water management?
 ◆ How can mines increase their climate resilience in terms of water?
 Jose de Pierola, Senior advisor in mining Water Resource management, Southern Peru Copper Corp 
 Sandy Fabritz-Whitney, Director Water Strategy, Freeport McMoRan 

10:45 Networking & refreshments break

MANAGING WATER IN TAILINGS
11:15 Recovering water from the tailings process
 Revealing the key objectives in creating a more sustainable approach to water use in the tailings process. 
 Ingrid Oyarzún Olave, Head of Sustainability innovation, BHP 

11:35 Tailings in Peru
 Explaining new standard for tailings transportation and disposal to protect the environment in a resource’s rich 

country.
 Silvia Alcira Jaramillo Moscoso, mining Environmental liability Remediation Projects Supervisor,  

Ministry of Energy and Mines

11:55 Question & answer session

12:05 Reflecting a year on from the Global Industry Standard on Tailings Management
 uncovering how the global tailings standards have been embraced by mining companies throughout the americas. 
 ◆ to what extent have companies applied these standards and changed their practices? 
 ◆ How has the guidance encouraged a broader more holistic view of water management? 
 ◆ How do the new standards help forge stronger community outreach and engagement?
 Kristin Pouw, Global Environmental Director, Newmont 
 Andre Gagnon, tailings Director, lundin Mining

12:30 Networking & lunch break

www.waterinmining.net
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MANAGING WATER ABUNDANCY
1:30 CASE STUDY: Decreasing overall water consumption in Manitoba mine 
 Sharing the steps taken to reach the aim of reducing water use in manitoba 

operation by 10% and the subsequent positive effects on the surrounding 
environment. Discover the key challenges and drivers to decrease the amount of 
fresh water used throughout the operation and hear an update on changes already 
being recorded. 

 VIRTUAL/TBC Rachelle Angott, Environment Advisor, Vale 
 TBC Jeffrey Lavergne, Chief Power Engineer, Vale

1:50 Managing a water balance in a tropical region with 4,000mm of rain per year
 outlining innovative ways to manage an abundance of water throughout the mining 

process. What are the technical challenges and opportunities in such climate 
conditions? How are you embracing new technology to better cope with high 
precipitation?

 Carlos Hubner, TMF Operations and Water Balance Manager, FQML

2:10 Overcoming surface water flooding in open pit mines
 Establishing a successful management strategy for surface water flooding to  

reduce impact on mining operations and optimize overall water management. 
 Naseem Vahed, Senior Engineer Water Management, Anglo America Platinum 

2:30 Question & answer session 

2:45 Networking & refreshments break

MITIGATING RISK THROUGH TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
3:15 Real advances in water management require a re-think of the mineral processing flowsheet
 Current and near-term innovations such as novel comminution pre-treatment, pump design and coarse air flotation 

can	cut	water	requirements	and	the	amount	of	tailings	to	manage.	And	that’s	before	we	get	to	large-scale	filter	
presses that recycle 90%+ of water. this is why a holistic approach to water is vital.

 Chris Braun, Process manager – tailings, FLSmidth 

3:30 Discovering best practice for more efficient water management in the mining sector
 Recognizing how mining companies can reduce the socio-environmental impact of water use in the different phases 

of a mining project. Discover a series of tools to manage water more responsibly and minimize the impact on the 
surrounding environments and communities.

 VIRTUAL Julio César Soriano Monzalvo, Subcoordinador, Instituto Mexicano de Tecnología del Agua 

3:xx Are mining companies doing enough to modernise and adopt new technologies in water management?
 Revealing the technology and innovation being adopted by Codelco to help advance the way they manage water to 

ensure a sustainable and responsible use of water.
 César Guzmán, Senior Specialist (Innovation, water management & liquid-solid separation processes), CODELCO

3:xx Question & answer session 

3:xx Closing remarks from the chair and close of Water in Mining Global Summit  

increase your organization’s exposure at the Water in mining Global Summit by sponsoring 
or exhibiting. Engage with new clients, showcase your expertise and promote your brand to 
the top mining companies. opportunities can be tailored to meed individual business needs. 
Contact Helen Smith on +44 (0)1342 332109 or email HelenSmith@fav-house.com to 
discuss your objectives.

SPONSORSHIP & EXHIBITION:

1:30-2:45 

INDUSTRY WORKING  
GROUP (invite only)

How to minimise 
environmental impacts  

in the tailings pond

Hosted by Veolia

A 15-minute presentation 
followed by an in-depth 

industry discussion  
including market needs, 

regulation and policy.  

http://www.waterinmining.net
https://www.waterinmining.net
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Your visit to Toronto 
WE WANT YOU TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VISIT,
HERE’S WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW: 

PLACES TO STAY
the conference will be hosted at the Doubletree Hilton 
Downtown Toronto.
We have arranged a special discount for our delegates. 
to access this, please book your accommodation via 
this link.
if you would like to arrange alternative accommodation, 
click here to view a map of the local area and see other 
nearby hotels.
With the recent relaxation of Covid-19 protocols, the 
Doubletree Hilton Downtown toronto has updated their 
hotel guidelines to the below:
◆ Mask mandate is still in effect in all indoor areas as 

per the City of toronto Health Department
◆ No capacity restrictions in the restaurant, bar and 
meeting	rooms,	pool	and	fitness	center.	They	are	able	
to operate at 100% capacity.

◆ No proof of vaccination required for guests checking 
in at the hotel and in food and beverage areas.

◆ No contact tracing requirements
◆ No restrictions on the number of guests in the 

elevators

HAVE SOME SPARE TIME? WE’VE GOT YOU 
COVERED 
We have arranged a number of networking 
opportunities for our delegates to informally connect 
with peers and colleagues while not in the conference.
all delegates are invited to attend the drinks receptions 
on 25 and 26 april following the conference days end.
there will also be an evening gala dinner hosted at the 
CN tower with special thanks to our sponsor, bHP. 
Make sure you secure your place to this unmissable 
evening by registering for the NETWORK or PREMIUM 
package when you book your place.

OUR COVID CHARTER  
We understand that in the current climate, there are a 
number of sudden changes that need to be considered 
when travelling for large events.
We have a full Covid Charter designed to protect 
everyone who attends our events which includes 
information about testing, staff and venue safety, 
booking flexibility, and much more.

TRAVEL RULES FOR CANADA  
Not sure of the current travel rules for Canada?
Please visit travel.gc.ca and complete the quick 
questionnaire	to	find	out	the	latest	entry	requirements,	
travel restrictions and more so you can travel with 
confidence.

CHECK IF YOU NEED A VISA  
Please visit travel.gc.ca and complete the quick 
questionnaire	to	find	out	if	you	need	a	visa	to	travel	into	
Canada. If you do, we can assist you with a letter. 
once you have registered your delegate place, we can 
send you a formal letter outlining your commitment to 
the conference for you to use upon entry.

CAN’T MAKE IT IN PERSON? ATTEND 
DIGITALLY!  
We have a great digital pass available where you can 
join us on our virtual platform.
Can’t decide if you’re going to attend digitally or in 
person? Don’t worry, you can upgrade if you change 
your mind!
if you purchase a digital ticket, but decide or are 
approved to attend physically, you can upgrade your 
digital pass to a physical pass up until the day of the 
event.

https://www.waterinmining.net
https://group.doubletree.com/26h9kk
https://waterinmining.net/about/
https://event.networks.online/asset/wp-content/uploads/sites/34/2021/08/Customer-COVID-Charter-2021.pdf
https://travel.gc.ca
https://travel.gc.ca
https://waterinmining.net/register/
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WHAT YOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES
CONFERENCE 

ONLY 
PACKAGE

NETWORKING 
PACKAGE

CONTENT 
PACKAGE

PREMIUM 
PACKAGE

access to Water management in  
legacy mines Workshop on 25 april  
invitation to workshop  
drinks reception on 25 april    
access to 2 days of  
conference content    
invitation to conference  
drinks reception on 26 april    
Seat at the gala dinner  
on evening of 26 april  

buffet lunch on conference days    

Refreshments and networking    

list of attendees    

Digital content on demand    

We’re pleased to announce that the 
Water in Mining Global Summit will be 
AVAILABLE DIGITALLY for those who 
may be unable to travel to the live event. 

DIGITAL 
PACKAGE

2 days of conference content recorded 
and available on-demand post event 

www.waterinmining.net
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https://www.waterinmining.net
https://waterinmining.net/register/
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BOOKING 
(event duration – 3 days)

“Great event for integrating across the industry on common challenges, approaches to addressing those 
challenges, and solutions” MANAGER WATER PLANNING, TECK RESOURCES

Please note that payment must be made via credit card, at the basket stage of booking you can select 
your currency, available currencies are CAD, USD, GBP. Prices shown above in CAD.
Please see the terms and conditions of booking HERE.

PREMIUM PACKAGE
Mining Company $1,399

Standard $2,499
Early Bird Rate! Book by April 8, 2022

Ticket includes everything listed 
in CONFERENCE ONLY plus:

access to the  
Water Management in  

Legacy Mines workshop
Seat at the evening gala dinner

CONTENT PACKAGE
Mining Company $1,199

Standard $2,299
Early Bird Rate! Book by April 8, 2022

Ticket includes everything listed 
in CONFERENCE ONLY plus:

access to the  
Water Management in  

Legacy Mines workshop

NETWORKING PACKAGE
Mining Company $899

Standard $1,999
Early Bird Rate! Book by April 8, 2022

Ticket includes everything listed 
in CONFERENCE ONLY plus:

Seat at the evening gala dinner

CONFERENCE ONLY
Mining Company $699

Standard $1,799
Early Bird Rate! Book by April 8, 2022

Ticket includes:

access to 2 days of content
invitation to both workshop and 

conference drinks receptions
lunch and refreshments  

at the conference
list of attendees

DIGITAL ON-DEMAND
Mining Company $450

Standard $950
Early Bird Rate! Book by April 8, 2022

Ticket includes:

access to a variety of recorded 
presentations from the 2 day 

conference
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